IDEAS AND  BELIEFS
univeisals are the only true realities belonging
to the world beyond matter and appearance—
the world of God or mind In early mediaeval
times St Thomas Aquinas was the chief ex
ponent of this doctrine which was held by the
scholastics as opposed to the Nominalists (g. v)
(8) In its modern everyday meaning realism
is the belief that the universe is real and not a
creation of mind that although all we really ex
perience is the evidence of our senses there Is a
reality that causes the appearance the thing
in itself as Kant described it Material things
may not really be what they appear to be (eg a
noise is not the bang we experience but a
series of shod, waves passing through the atmo
sphere) yet for all that we can be sure that
matter exists and it is very possible (some might
add) that mind does not
Reformation, the great religious movement of the
16th cent which resulted in the establishment
of Protestantism. John Wyclif (d. 1384) John
Hus (d 1415) and others had sounded the warn
ing note and when later on Luther took up the
cause m Germany and Zwingli in Switzerland
adherents soon became numerous. The whole
sale vending of indulgences bv the papal agents
had incensed the people and when Luther de
nounced these things he spoke to willing ears
After much controversy the reformers boldly
propounded the principles of the new doctrine
and the struggle for religious supremacy grew
bitter They claimed justification (salvation)
by faith and the use as well as the authority of
the Scriptures rej ecting the doctrine of transub
stantation the adoration of the Virgin and
Saints and the headship of the Pope Luther
was excommunicated. Bat the Reformation
principles spread and ultimately a great part of
Germany as well as Switzerland, the Low
Countries Scandinavia England and Scotland
were won over to the new faith In England
Henry VZH readily espoused the cause of the
Reformation his own personal quarrel with the
Pope acting as an Incentive Under Mary there
was a brief and sanguinary reaction, but
Elizabeth gave completeness to the work which
her father had initiated See Lutheranism Cal
vinism Presbsterianism Baptists Methodism.
Reincarnation, the transmigration of souls. See
Immortality Hinduism, Buddhism
Renaissance Is defined in the Oxford English
Dictionary as ' The revival of art and letters
under the influence of classical models which
began in Italy in the 14th century It is a
term which must be used with care for the
following reasons (1) Although it was first used
in the form rinastito (re birth) by Vasari in 1550
and people living at that tune certainly were
aware that something new was happening the
word had no wide currency until used by the
Swiss historian Jacob Burchardt in his classic
TM Cmlwatwn of foe Renanssance in Italy
(1860) (2) The term as used today refers not
only to art hi its widest sense but to a total
change in man s outlook on life which extended
into philosophical scientific economic and
technical fields (S) Spreading from Italy there
were renaissance movements m Ranee Spam
Germany and northern Europe all widely
different with varying delays in time As the
historian Edith Sichel says Out of the Italian
Renaissance there issued a new born art out of
the Northern Renaissance there came forth a
new born religion. There came forth also a
great school of poetry and a drama the greatest
that the world had seen since the days of
Greece The religion was the offspring of
Germany and the poetry that of England.
The real cause of the Renaissance was not the
fan of Constantinople the invention of printing
the discovery of America though these were
phases in the process it was auite simply
money The rise of a new merchant class gave
rise to individualist attitudes hi economic
affairs which prepared the way for individualism
and humanism. The new wealthy class hi tune
became patrons of the arts whereas previously
the Church had been the sole patron and con
trotter Thus the artist became more free to
express himself more respected, and being more
well to-do could afford to ignore the Church
and even in time the vlewa of his patrons.
It Is true that art continued to serve to aeon
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are thinking in terms of the use of pure reason
and logic then the Roman Catholic Church
throughout most of its history has maintained
not that the whole truth about religion can be
discovered by reason but as St Thomas
Aquinas held the basis of religion—e a the
existence of God—can be rationally demon
stated Nobody could have made more use of
logic than the schoolmen of the Middle Ages
yet not many people today would accept their
conclusions nor would many non Catholics
accept St Thomas a proofs of the existence of
God even when they themselves are religious
The arguments of a first Cause or Prime Mover
or the argument from Design on the whole leave
us unmoved partly because they do not lead
us to the Idea of a personal God partly because
we rightly distrust logic and pure reason
divorced from facts and know that if we begin
from the wrong assumptions or premises we can
arrive at some very strange answers If the
existence of a Deity can be proved by reason
then one can also by the use of reason come to
the conclusions or rather paradoxes such as the
following God is by definition all good, all
knowing all powerful—yet evil exists (because
if it does not exist then it cannot be wrong to
say there is no God ) But if evfl exists then
it must do so either because of God (in which
case He is not all good) or in spite of God (in
which case He is not an powerful)
Arguments of thia sort do not appeal to the
modern mind for two historical reasons (1)
many of us have been brought up in the Pro
testant tradition which—at least in one of its
aspects—insists that we must believe in God by
faith rather than by logic and in its extreme
form Insists on God as revealed by the inner
light (2) our increasing trust in the scientific
method by direct observation and experiment
Thus no matter what Anstotle or St Thomas
may say about a Prime Mover or a ITirst Cause we
remain unconvinced since at least one scientific
theory suggests that the universe did not have a
beginning and if scientific investigation proved
this to be so then we should be entirely in
different to what formal logic had to Bay
The secularist and rationalist movements of
the ISth cent were anti religious—and quite
rightly so—because at that time there were
senous disabilities imposed even hi Britain by
the Established Church on atheism or agnos
ticism and freedom of thought They are of
little significance now because very little is left
largely thanks to their efforts of these dis
abilities
Hnally although most people are likely to
accept the scientific method as the main means
of discovering truth there are other factors
which equally make us doubt the value of
pure logic and reason unaided by observa
tion. The first of these Is the influence of Freud
which shows that much of our reasoning is mere
rationalising—eg we are more likely to become
atheists because we hated our father than be
cause we can prove that there is no God. The
second is the influence of a movement hi philo
sophy which, in the form of logical positivism or
logical analysis makes us doubt whether meta
physical systems have any meaning at all, To
day instead of asking ourselves whether Plato
was right or wrong we are much more hkely to
ask whether he did anything- but make for the
most part meaningless noises Eeliglon is in a
sense much safer today than it ever was in the
19th cent when it made foolish statements over
matters of science that could be proved wrong
now we tend to see it as an emotional attitude
to the universe or God (a feeling of being at
home in the universe as William James put it)
which can no more be proved or disproved than
being in love.
Realism, is a word which has bo many mean
ings, and such contradictory ones, in various
spheres, that it is difficult to define We shall
limit ourselves to its significance In philosophy
In philosophy ' realism, has two different
meanings, diametrically opposed (1) The
most usual meaning is the one we should least
expect from the everyday sense of the word—
ie It refers to all those philosophies from Plato
onwards which maintained that the world of
appearance Is illusory and that Ideas forms or

